
Spillover Binary Plan MLM Software

Spillover Binary MLM plan is similar to Binary plan and it is an advanced version of Forced Binary

plan. While Binary plan allows you to have two legs, Spillover Binary plan lets you have additional

leg apart from the left and right leg.

How Does the Spillover Binary Plan Work?

In this plan, after completing the left and right positions just like in a Binary plan, you will have the

ability to recruit more members as spillovers. Spillover means a member spills over to the

downline member. Recruiting the new members enables you to strengthen the weaker side

thereby it helps to maximise sales. The downlines will be supported and encouraged by their

sponsors so they become active in the network. However, the spillover is determined by the width

of the levels as per the compensation plan set by the company.

Compensations in Spillover Binary MLM Software

1. Sponsor Bonus

This is the bonus earned or given to the user when he recruits new members. This is usually

given by MLM companies to motivate existing users to recruit members so as to strengthen the

company’s network.
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2. Binary Bonus

The binary bonus is earned or received by the user once he has completed the binary tree.

Most MLM companies see it as a way of encouraging members to work harder to recruit

members on time.
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Advantages of Spillover Binary Plan

It is more result oriented as this plan is more advanced than the Binary plan.

The spillover, which lets you recruit more members, overcomes the limits of Binary plan.

Teamwork becomes active in this plan as sponsors will support their downlines to be active.

So it will result in more sales and earnings.

Downlines can grow easily because of the recruiting efforts done by uplines.

Why Hybrid MLM for Spillover Binary MLM plan ?

We provide an internet-based workstation for the monitoring of income and expenditure of

customers by business administrations who are involved in the Multi-Level Marketing. We provide

up-to date features which will maximise to promote product sales and market growth at all levels.

Our Spillover Binary MLM plan comes with various reports as well that will ensure fast and smooth

running of your Multi-level marketing business.
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